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Left to right: Peter Rombos, Energy Expert, Toronto Hydro and Powell Talverdi, Director of Technical Services, Allied Properties REIT

Bythenumbers

Replaced over 8,OOO T8 and
T12 lamps with 17W LED tubes

$+s5,000
TOTAL PROJECT COST

$ 1 39, 800
INCENTIVE

$1 58,500
TOTAL ANNUAL COST SAVINGS-

Installed controls on
baseboard heating system

$1 1 5,000
TOTAL PROJECT COST

$s0,000
INCENTIVE

$+1,500
TOTAL ANNUAL COST SAVINGS-

Allied Properties REIT is a real estate investment trust (REIT) with a

sizeable portfolio - 1O.4 million square feet of urban office space across
Canada. Sustainability is a pillar of its corporate social responsibility
strategy. Many of its buildings are LEED or BOMA BEST'certified to
achieve high building performance. Allied is well known for adaptive
re-use or the "recycling" of older buildings, which has less environmental
impact than building new.

Recently, Allied acquired 555 Richmond Street West, a 12-storey
commercial office building built in 1988. The tenant mix runs the gamut
from fashion houses to health technology companies to a members-
only fitness club.

As with every new acquisition, Allied assessed the property by looking
at its operations and the condition of its equipment, "We realized the
building's electricity usage was high relative to other properties of its
size," says Powell Talverdi, Director of Technical Services. "Toronto
Hydro was extremely helpful in identifying where we could be using less."

Allied tackled the low-hanging fruit first, replacing over 8,OOO T8 and
T12 lamps with long-lasting LEDs in individual suites, hallways, stairwells
and the garage. The upgrade has reduced electricity costs by $158,5OO
a year. "The whole life cycle of LEDs is better," says Gerry Casey,
Maintenance Manager, who also notes that operational expenses are
down. "We're spending far less on replacement and the cost of disposal."
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"Thewholelife cycle of LEDs is
better.We're spending farless on
replacernent andthe cost of disposq,l."
Gerry Casey, Maintenance Manager

A custom solution for every tenant
To meet the needs of different businesses, especially retail showrooms
where display lighting is so important, Allied worked with each tenant
to create a custom lighting solution for each suite. "Some people
were worried that LEDs would look utilitarian," explains Talverdi, who
gave each tenant the option to choose their own colour temperature,

"We want to reduce costs - but we also want happy tenants,"

Heaters also represented a significant load
The assessment also uncovered a savings opportunity with the building's
electric baseboard heaters. Rather than replace the entire system,
which would have been a huge cost and disruptive to tenants, Allied
added automated controls to reduce the operating hours of the heaters.
Today, tenants control the temperature as usual during work hours, but
after 7 p.m. it's automatically adjusted to use less electricity. "lt wasn't
a complex project but it's had significant impact," says Talverdi. "Our
tenants don't notice a difference as they typically leave before the
temperature adjusts for the night, but we've cut costs in half after hours."

Engaging tenants is also key to saving
Tenants at 555 Richmond pay electricity costs based on the size of
their suite, regardless of what they actually use. That's why Allied has
started a tenant green council that meets quarterly to discuss
environmental initiatives that will encourage tenants to adopt energy-
saving strategies. Says Talverdi: "Nowadays, everyone wants to do
their part. We want to give them the tools and methods to save."

We'll help create an energy-eff iciency
action plan for your business
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Get incentives to upgFade

Lighting upgrade projects can
qualify for incentives that offset
up to 50% of project costs.
LED lamps may also count as an
operating rather than a capital
expense in your budget, so it's
easy to get started.

Ask us how to combine other
upgrades with your lighting
project, such as occupancy
controls, to maximize your
return on investment.
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